WE ARE THE WORLD
WE ARE THE WORLD

Music by Michael Jackson

When we need a change
And it's time to lend
that some one - somewhere will soon make a change
We are all a part of

when the world must come to gather as one
There are people dying -

Tennis court close
when the world must come to gather as one
There are people dying -
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so let's start giving—

so they know that some day and their lives will be

It's true we'll make a better—

and me—

own lives—

children—
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There's a choice we're m—

the truth you love—
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(8)
who make a bright day

there's no way we

But if you just believe-

That a change can on

We are the ones

But if you just believe-

ly- come

That a change can on

but instead to look to see am bad all those who make a bright day